Rapid, localized amplification of a unique satellite DNA family in the rodent Microtus chrotorrhinus.
A novel satellite DNA family (called MSAT-2570) was isolated and characterized from the rodent Microtus chrotorrhinus. With a length of 2,570 bp the repeat unit is among the largest yet reported in mammals and comprises a series of short direct and inverted repeats. These repeat motifs may prevent nucleosome formation or represent an endless source of genetic variation. Restriction enzyme digestion using the two pairs of isoschizomers HpaII/MspI and MboI/Sau3AI demonstrated tissue specific differences in satellite DNA methylation that may reflect variable chromatin conformation or differences in patterns of gene expression. The sex chromosomes of M. chrotorrhinus are usually large in size among mammals, comprising 15%-20% of the karyotype and containing large blocks of heterochromatin. In situ hybridization of the satellite DNA revealed chromosomal localization predominantly to sex chromosome heterochromatin. A survey of related rodents including three congeneric species also with giant sized sex chromosomes demonstrated that MSAT-2570 is present only in the genome of M. chrotorrhinus. However, another previously reported satellite DNA also isolated from M. chrotorrhinus has been shown to reside on sex chromosome heterochromatin in one of the other three species, indicating that these giant blocks of heterochromatin are complex in structure and comprise multiple, unrelated satellite DNA families.